
How to find thorn and yogh on your computer 

 

It is generally preferred that you use Times New Roman for your essays, and matching yogh 

and thorn can be found in this font. There are several ways of doing it. (Note that the 

instructions below refer to the Windows operating system; they work in Microsoft Word and 

Corel WordPerfect, and should work in other word processors written for or compatible with 

Windows. Mac users can follow simple instructions online at the following address:  

http://sites.psu.edu/symbolcodes/languages/ancient/oenglish/#macaccent 

 The second method described below should apply to Mac as well. 

 

1) Keyboard shortcut 

The easiest way, if you are using a full-size keyboard, is to use a keyboard shortcut, using the 

number set (NUMPAD) to the right. Hold down the ALT key and press 0222 for uppercase thorn 

(Þ) or 0254 for lowercase thorn (þ). For yogh, it is ALT + 0540 (Ȝ) or ALT + 0541 (ȝ). 

 If you are using a laptop with a truncated keyboard, check your manual, the Help section 

or online to see if you can access NUMPAD, for instance using a Function Key combination. 

(This probably will not be in the Quickstart guide!) 

 

2) Times Old English font 

If using the NUMPAD is not an option on your device, you can install the Times Old English 

TrueType font (ttf). It is free and can be found in various places online, such as FontPalace 

(http://www.fontpalace.com/font-details/Times+Old+English+Regular/), which provides a 

character map so you can see which letters are used. For lowercase yogh starting by typing 1; 

for uppercase type h. Small thorn is mapped on lowercase w and capital thorn is uppercase 

W. Select/highlight the individual letter (or you will change everything that comes after, 

which can be quite a shock even if you can change the font again easily), and then choose 

Times Old English from the font list.	

	 For instance, type	

   Cast vnto wat wy1e 
then select the w of wat and change the font: 

  Cast vnto wat wy1e → Cast vnto wat wy1e 

Do the same again with the 1 you have typed in wy1e 

  Cast vnto wat wy1e → Cast vnto wat wyhe. 


